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 . We've also seen the early runs of a new Fortnite World Cup event, a free trial for Fortnite Mobile, and the arrival of the new
Season 5 Battle Pass. As you'll likely recall, the pass has revealed a new customizable hat that will be available to purchase once
you've completed a number of challenges. The battle pass also includes a new, free week-long exclusive event for Battle Royale,
called the VIP Event. The VIP Event features a host of cosmetics and a new emote, called the Party Pooper. These items will be
locked behind an event-specific currency called PPB, which you can earn by completing challenges. Finally, the Battle Pass also
includes the Battle Pass Pre-Event (called the Open) that lets you earn a special emote, color swap, and mode swap for the Battle
Pass. To get all of the details on the battle pass, go to the link above. To recap, the battle pass rewards you for doing things like

finishing challenges, earning stars, and completing missions. It also includes emotes and a new battle pass hat. Each month,
you'll get a free bonus emote or a random Battle Pass hat. Then, you can buy themed battle pass cosmetics with Battle Points
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(BP). These cosmetics include color-swapped skins, emotes, titles, emotes, and other goodies. Because the battle pass is packed
with so many different items, you'll get the Battle Pass every month for free. And, you'll have the chance to save up Battle

Points (BP) to buy these cosmetics. In-game you'll earn BP for doing things like exploring the world and collecting things like V-
Bucks (in-game currency). It's also possible to earn BP by collecting blueprints, doing missions, and defeating other players. If
you're an avid Fortnite streamer, you're going to love the new battle pass as it's meant to build on what's already in the game.
You'll get to show off all of your collected battle pass cosmetics and earn points and cosmetics by streaming, and eventually

even by streaming while you play! To start earning points, streamers can try different challenges and use emotes to earn points.
Streamers can also earn more by winning challenges in the new public solo or duos matches that debuted in the battle pass. You

can check out the Battle Pass on both iOS and Android devices. Battle Pass Details�Ket 82157476af
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